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( Text of article by Liang Hsiao paulished in RED FLAG NO 5 and reprinted in the 5 May
PEOPLE'S DA ILY : "Use Revolutionary Public Opinion To Smash Counterrevolutionary
Public Opinion " }

( "ext ] Under the leadership of the great leader Chairman Mao and the party Central
Committee he heads , the whole party , the whole army and the people of the whole
country are now deepening criticism of Teng Hsiao - ping's counterrevolutionary revision
ist line and indignantly denouncing Teng Hsiao - ping's crimes in attempting to reverse
verdicts and restore capitalism . They are tracking down counterrevolutionary activities
in a thorough manner . The great struggle to beat back the right deviationist wind to
reverse verdicts is breaking through resistance with the irresistible force of an
avalanche and is advancing from victory to victory ,

The situation is excellent and the people are inspired . By reviewing the fighting
course of beating back the right deviationist wind to reverse verdicts and analyzing
the recent counterrevolutionary political incident at Tienanmen Square , we are able
to profoundly understand the important significance of the proletariat's using
Marxism to firmly occupy the position of public opinion in the struggle against the
bourgeoisie , Chairman Mao pointed out : " To overthrow a political power , it is always
necessary first of all to create public opinion , to do work in the ideological sphere ,
This is true for the revolutionary class as well for the counterrevolutionary olass . "
This is an objective law of class struggle .

Revolutionary public opinion is an important weapon for the proletariat to use in seiz
ing and consolidating political power , Counterrevolutionary public opinion is an impor
tant weapon for the bourgeoisie and all exploiting classes in opposing the proletarian
revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat . Throughout the period of socialism ,
there always exists the acute struggle between the two kinds of public opinion . This
is an important aspect of the struggle between the two classes , roads and lines ,

In order to subvert the dictatorship of the proletariat and restore capitalism , the
bourgeoisie , particularly those in power within the party taking the capitalist road ,
have invariably made frantic efforts to seize the position of public opinion . They
concocted all sorts of revisionist absurd arguments and spread reactionary trends of
thought of all shades . They put forward counterrevolutionary slogans to confuse
and poison the minds of the people and fabricated sensational political rumors with
which to summon winds and waves to foment trouble in order to create pretexts suitable
for them to engineer counterrevolutionary restorationist activities ,

To completely defeat the bourgeoisieis resistance , the proletariat must attach great
Importance to grasping public opinion , line education and class struggle in the ideolog
ical sphere , The proletariat should make energetic efforts to propagate Marxism -Leninism
Mao Tsetung Thought and deepen criticism of the bourgeoisie and revisionism in order
to quickly expose those counterrevolutionary rumors dished out from dark corners and
to use revolutionary public opinion to prevall over and defeat counterrevolutionary
public opinion in order to bring about the all -round dictatorship of the proletariat
over the bourgeoisie in the superstructure including all spheres of culture ,

Teng Hsiao - ping , the arch unrepentant capitalist roader in the party , took the lead
in stirring the right deviationist wind , It began precisely by vigorously creating
counterrevolutionary public opinion ,
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As soon as he regained some power , he wasted no time in dishins out the revisionist
program of "taking the three directives as the key link " and frenziedly launched
venceful counterattack against the proletariat . At his instigation , a few unrepentant
capitalist roaders in the fields of education and science and technology as well as in
certain departments jumped out at the same time , They made speeches everywhere and dia
their best to spread poison . They disseminated a great number of absurd arguments
negatins the party's basic line , the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and the new
socialist things .

He instigated a number of persons to write and mail letters containing trumped - up
charges against others , to promote his line under the guise of conducting briefings ,
and to prepare to issue publications and concoct anti -Marxist articles in order to make
noises and pave the way for subverting the dictatorship of the proletariat and restoring
capitalism , After the article "On the General Program for All Work of the whole Party
and the whole country " dished out at the Instigation of Teng Hsiao -ping was published ,
they ( the capitalist roaders ) jubilantly said that the publication of the article
amounts to striking a blow with a fist . This blow with a fist " meant the counterrevo
lucionary public opinion they molded to attack Chairman Kao's proletarian revolutionary
Tine .

Wist shey first use vi tie counturrevo'utiona'y political acideiit in llenar. " Sauare
has the same in low a fist . any of t.leir vicious , counterrevolutionary slogans
are lueijica , co te larua e wei in the article on ti.e General Progra '' for All work
On vlic Wigle party and C bole volumy , " Coiürolled in one sinister 19.1d , a handful
of class eller les posted reactionary poems , distributed reactionary leaflets , made
reactionary speeches and shouted reactionary slogans , Openly hoisting the ensign of
support for Tens Hsiao -pins , they clamored in a husky voice for restorins capitalism
and leverishly agitated for the setting up of counterrevolutionary groups . What
Immediately followed was a show of their other " fist " --their counterrevolutionary
violence , In the violent disturbances , vehicles and barracks were set aflre , worker
nilitiamen , people is police , people's liberation arnymen and revolutionary masses were
manliandled , and daggers were brandished .

This clearly shows us that the bourseoisie's moldino of counterrevolutionary public
opinion is always a prelude to its counterrevolutionary violence , However , the "tuo
fists "It made did not do anywhere . Facins powerful revolutionary public opinion and
the malled arm of the dictatorship of the proletariat , they could not withstand a single
Blow and were inredlatult ulsante rajeu . salierit feature of the Frantic bourrels
counteraciac ! On ince roletik dü is wice pairication of courier revolutio.ary lolitical
I'wors to viciously attac's our prtat leauer Chairman ilao and to try to split the party
Central Committee headed Pitt C.airman ao . This is a trend or class strule which
10 : its o'ir attention ,

Rumors were widely chcad in society when the rirlit deviationist wind to reverse verdicts
was blowinc last July , Aurust and September . Numerous counterrevolutionary political
rurors were again enersin this sprinj when the strucle to regilse the richt deviationist
wind was victoriously developins in depth . A handful of class enemies was so flagrant
as to fabricate Chairman Mao's " instructions , " " docwrents " of the party Central Committee ,
premieris 11111 " and " speeches " hy leadins members of the central authorities in an
atteript to pedule their sini : ter bresa by usins the reat prestige of Chailiran iso and
the party Central Committee a on the people of the whole country , This is a very
Insidious counterrevolutionary tactic . The reactionary contents of these political rumors ,
the vicious language used and the absurd allegations tocether with the clumsy lactics
employed to fabricate and spread these rumors were unprecedentei .
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But why did the unrepentant capitalist roaders in the party and the handful of counter
revolutionaries resort to the tactic of fabricating rumors to frantically attack the
proletariat ? This is decided by their reactionary and declining class nature , Lenin
once said : When the bourgeois influence over the workers 18 defeated , bankrupt or
we akce ned , the bourgeoisie invariably resorts or is prepared to resort to the most
rabid means of fabricating rumors and vilification ,

The bourgeoisie is a decadent , declining and moribund olass , Historical experience
indicates that all reaоtionary deolining classes both at home and abroad , at present
or in anoient times , invariably use the taotic of fabricating memors and vilifying
others when they are at the end of the ir rope and waging deathbed struggles . Contu
cius , Mencius , Chiang Kai -shek , Liu Shao -chi , Lin Piao , Hitler , Goebbels , Khrushchev
and Brezhnev are experts on fabricating counterrevolutionary rumors , and Teng Hsiao
ping , the unrepentant capitalist roader in our party , 16 no exception , They are devoid
of truth and lack support from the masses . They are indeed weak , They can use no
Weapons of any kind except rumors to compete with the proletariat ,

Chairman Mao pointed out : " Reversing verdicts goes aga inst the will of the people ,"
The workers , peasants , soldiers , revolutionary cadres , revolutionary Intellectuals
and people , who account for over 95 percent of the total population , all want revolu
tion . Their fundamental aspiration 1s to take the socialist road , The Great Proletar
lan Cultural Revolution represents their fundamental interests , 1

1

By practicing revisionism and reversing verdicts of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution , Teng Hsiao -ping ran counter to the objective law of historical development
and ran counter to the fundamental interests of the revolutionary masses . He put

himself in a position diametrically opposed to the masses and made himself extremely
isolated .

To hoodwink the masses , the class enemies cannot help but resort to rumor -mongering and
engaging in stealthy and clandestine activities in some way , otherwise they cannot
carry on The rumor -mongering employed by the bourgeoisie is also determined by their
reactionary world outlook of subjective idealism , In their eyes , neither objective
truth nor objective facts exist at all . Pacts could be fabricated at will . By repeat
ing them a thousand times , rumors can become facts . Truth , too , can be invented at
will , Everything that can serve their purpose means "truth . "

Hitler once shamelessly proclaimed : "People would eventually believe in something
which is a big lie because it is easier to hoodwink the masses with big lies than with
small ones . They could never have imagined there are lies or such magnitude and would
not believe that in this world there could exist such a big hoax utterly devoid of
all sense of shame and distorting facts . They would remain doubtful and perplexed
even arter it was exposed . They would invariably think that Iwhere there is smoke ,
there is fire . " This is indeed a remarkable statement very hard to find . It most
incisively laid bare the decadent and dark inner sanctum of the rumor -mongers .

Renegade and traitor Lin Piao also wrote in his sinister notebook : "For reasons of
prestige , one has to tell big lles , conceal what is evil and publicize what is good ,
distort and exaggerate , deny , fabricate rumors out of thin air , trump up charges , keep
things top secret , and keep the ratio of 30 percent truth and 70 percent falsehood .
All of this makes no exception as to the state , classes or individuals ," It is truly
an eye -opener to read the confession of these careerists and conspirators !
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erin notel : We: people cannot discern the interests of these and those classes from
any one speech , statement and promise concerning morality , religion , politics and society ,
they have been and will still be foolish political sacrifices deceived by others and by
tierselves . We must continue to sum up the experience in cas . Struerle , trasp the law
of class sirvegle , and master the method of observing and handlinc problems from the
ilarxist class -strusle viewpoint , with regard to the trend of thought , slogans , Erape
: ine news and so forth prevailing in society , we must male class analyses to see wat
tiey oppose , what they support , wai ühey require , which class ' interests they represent ,
ciec which political line they serve . Only in this way can we fully understand the
nature of the current struccle to beat back the risht deviationist vnd to reverse verdicts ,
exi love all of the insidious tricks used by the enemies in their futile attempt to confuce
the class alinement , and take vile !nitiative in class sörur -me .

In order to decat we pr . tic rostli cindce put up h
a
s

he owneur vie ? noide sind outs'ue
Cristiaanist the .cia ? st revolvion , to morou iddy criticirc the unrepentano
mita ?! 0 alles wit in the arty Ten " Hsiao -pin ; idcolorically and politica ??? , and to

2
.
a
s , the various counterrevolutionary public opinions created b
y

üzer , ke mit ma're

fu ?! se o . !! I ropaganda media and all forms of public opinion . we must take all -out
effort- to create revolutionary public opinion and to propagate in deep roing way
Mar 15m -Leninism -Mao Tsetuns Thought as well as ill principles and policies of the party
Central Corrmittee ,

A
t present , special attention should b
e paid to propagatins Chairman mao's series o
f

important instructions o
n beating back the richt deviationist wind to reverse verdicts

so that the masses can clearly widerstand tat tlie hourseois'e 1 : rent in tre co “ .union
sarti , uch so at the Cal pacien talol wie nut i'e , tirsel , tack and prospects of the
socialist revolution and ralse their awareness of class struggle and Irprove their
ability o discern and combat various reactionary trends of though and political rumors .

Thư5 is precisely what the class enemies fear the rost .

I !

1
1In hl . "Outline o
f Projeci 571 , Lin Plao maliciously cursed men of letters who

hoite , The handîul o
f

class enemies who engineered the counterrevolutionary political
Incíuent a

t

Tienanmen Square also rabidly cursed " those scholars , " Opposing the dis
rertriction o ? itarrism -Leninism ,iao Tootmis thought among the masses o

f

the jeople , all

o
f

the spearheaded their aütack a
t

the great leader Chairman liiao and the party Central
Cormitieel.eaued him Chairman irao . T115 was b

y

n
o

means a
n offhand coincidence . It

reflects the comron mentality o
f

the capitalist roaders in the party and the handful of
clacs enemies who have a " ortal "ear of the propagation of Marxist truth just as hats are
arrala olisi . This is beause ven the masses have grasped loalisi irun , te
carouri ce of the capitali . t . auers and the handful of class enemies will b

e re.ove .

Then , their counterrevolutionary phillc opinion and counterrevolutionary rumors v11
1.ave no market , and they will b

e completely isolated .

Ui.ol ? ! ns ir
i
-cepth ass revolutionary c
r ! bicism in a sustaineü vay is a loverfil reans

for shatterine cow.terrevolutionary public o
i Inion , The fact that jolitical rumor !

could hoodwink a number o
f persons during a given period o
f

time las que to the decupt'te
nature of Ten ™ Hsiao -pino's revisionist line . The tactic Ten ; Hsiao -pin usei in

dishing out 1.1s revisionist prorram was to distort and tamper with Chairman Mao's
instructions . H

e preached the reactlonary tr.eory o
f
'broductive forces under the

guise o
f
"promutine the realization o
f

the four modernizations . Turnin back the wheel

o
f history in the fields of education , science and teclinulory , he said h
e

was concernica
with the quailty of eucailon d

i tie standards o
n wcience urid tecnolo 7 .

.
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In order to enable the masses to understand the essence of the issue by seeing through

its superficial countenance , we must expose his camouflage and thoroughly eriticize
and totally discredit his revisionist program of "taking the three directives as the
key link " and the various absurd revisionist arguments he spread in the fields of
education , seienee and technology , literature and art , public health and physical
eulture .

The reactionary speeches and reaetionary slogans concocted by the handful of ciass
enemies in the counterrevolutionary political incident at Tienanmen Square in early
April thoroughly exposed the reactionary feature of Teng Hsiao - ping . They constitute
valuable teaching material by negative example . In criticizing the counterrevolutionary
careerist Bakunin , Marx and Engels pointed out : There is only one method -- the con
spiracies ; that is , to bring them completely out into the open . By thoroughly exposing
them , these conspiracies will lose their effect .

Grasping the essence of the counterrevolutionary political incident at Tienannen
Square in order to fully expose the sinister sehemes of the handful of class enemies
in the gare of daylight will not only bring the class enemies ' counterrevolutionary
political rumors and their counterrevolutionary agitation to complete bankruptsy , but
will also enable the masses to understand more clearly the reacţionary nature of Teng
Hsiao -ping's revisionist line .

Chairman Mao said : "Line and viewpoint must be talked over constantly and repeatedly .

It would not do to talk them over with only a few people ; they must be inade known
to all the revolutionary people . The night of revolutionary public opinion can be
brought into full play only b

o
y fully arousing the masses to make Marxism dominate ali

positions of public opinion . Only b
y

so doing can w
e

sweep away all the ideological
trash o

f

the exploiting classes from all corners .

The mass movement to study the works o
f

Marx , Lenin and Chairman Mao and the worker
peasant - 601dier spare time theorist groups and theoretical discussion meetings , politieal
night schools , criticism neetings , big - Character posters , parades and demonstrations ,

mass meetings , mass poen contests , mass performances o
f

model revolutionary theatrical
works , and mass political and ideological work are all effective means to mobilize the
masses and create revolutionary public opinion . The capitalist roaders within the
party and a handful o

f

class enemies who take a
n extremely hostile attitude and intensely

fear the mobilization of the masses to create revolutionary publie opinion have spared

n
o effort in trying to sabotage the mobilization of the masses and have resorted to

every trick in viciously attacking revolutionary publie opinion . But the masses have
resolutely rebuffed their sabotage activities and attacks .

1
1

A
n old woman over 70 years o
f

age of the Hsiaochinchuang Brigade remarked : " The
capital18t roaders wit in the party who engage in restoration have attacked m

e

for
singing songs from modei revolutionary theatrical plays . but the more they hate us ,

the more we will sing these songs until the red flag is flying over the five continents
and the four seas . These simple and plain words have vividly expressed the poor and
lower -middie peasants ' strong determination to fight the class enemies with revolu
tionary publie opinion and show that the vast number o

f

workers , peasants and soldiers
profoundly understand the great significance o
f vigorously creating revolutionary

pubile opinion .
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Facts show that in areas and units where great importance is attached to revolutionary
public opinion and where the masses are mobilized to vigorously create public opinion ,
there the righteous proletarian spirit is speedily enhanced and evil bourgeois trends
are quickly subdued , and a prosperous situation prevails in both revolution and pro
duction . On the other hand , if revolutionary public opinion is not highly regarded
and the masses are not mobilized to vigorously create public opinion , evil trends will
prevail and various political rumors and grape vine news will spread , and a handful of
enemies will take this advantage to engage in sabotage activities and make trouble ,
thus causing losses in both revolution and production .

Chairman Mao has taught us that violent storms and waves are not to be feared for the
human society is de ve lope d amid violent storms and waves . Marxism - Leninism - Mao Tsetung
Thought is invincible . All those who engage in conspiracies and plots and all those
who spread rumors are doomed to an ignominious end .

While brutally committing atrocities at the Tie nanmen Square , didn't the handful of
counterre volutionary hooligans go wild with joy and shame lessly call the ir counter
revolutionary clamoring a "clap of thunder " and their handful of counterre volutionary
commandos " a torrential tide ?" Didn't the Soviet revisionist re ne jace clique nou
Taiwan's Chiang Ching - kuo and his ilk gleefully applaud this handful of ugly scum ?
But the ir elation was short - lived .

When the CCP Central Committee ' s resolutions appointing Comrade Hua Kuo - feng as first
vice chairman of the CCP Central Committee and premier of the State Council and
stripping Teng Hsiao - ping of all posts both inside and outside the party and the report
on the counterre volutionary political incident at the Tie nanmen Square were made public
by radio broadcasts and the newspapers , millions upon millions of ar nymen and people
across the nation immediately took action to warmly hail the CCP Central Committee ' s
two resolutions and indignantly de nounce the crimes of Te ng Hsiao -ping in engaging in
verdict -reversing and restoration and hit hard at the sabotage activities of a handful
of counterrevolutionaries . This is truly a "torrential tide " which propels the revolu
tion forward as well as a real "clap of thunder " which has shocked the world .

The strong "east wind " of revolution has comple tely swept away the foul atmosphere
created by a handful of counterre volutionary elements at Tie nanme n Square . Now
Tie nanmen Square has become even more majestic and splendid . The pae an of victory
echoes and re -e choes on both banks of the Yangtze River and inside and outside the
Great Wall . The great struggle to beat back the right deviationist wind to reverse
verdicts has deve loped to a new climax . let us closely rally around the party Central
Committee headed by Chairman Mao , pe netratingly criticize Te ng Hsiao -ping's counter
revolutionary revisionist line and advance from victory to still greater victories
along the revolutionary course charted by Chairman Mac .

PEOPLE'S DAILY LAUDS EDUCATED YOUTH , RED GUARDS

Peking Domestic Service in Mandarin 2230 GMT 3 May 76 C :

[ Text cf 4 May PEOPLE'S DAILY frontpage article by Tan wen (6223 5113 ) : " Take the
Road of Integrating With Workers and peasants , Be Vanguards in Combatins and Preventing
Revisionism " )

72 xt ] In the excellent situation in which the p ? ple if the whole country are
whipping up a new high tide in penetratingly criticizin : Te ng Hsiao -ping , beating
back the right deviaticnist wind to reverse verdicts and tracking dom the counter
revcluticnaries , the 4 liay Youth Day has arrived .


